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The Independent State of Croatia (NDH) was a puppet state of Germany and Italy created out of 

territories in occupied Yugoslavia.  The territory comprised modern-day Croatia, Bosnia-

Herzegovina, and part of Serbia.  Welcome to Fascist Croatia at War (CRO)! This expansion will 

bring a new dimensions to occupied Yugoslavia. 

Many atrocities were committed by the NDH, not the least of which 

was the establishment of a large extermination camp at Jasenovac.   

These atrocities spurred the Serbs, Croats, Bosniaks, Communists, 

and many ordinary citizens to join the pan-Yugoslavian partisan 

movement lead by Josip Tito. 

The Chetniks were Yugoslavian army units that both engaged in 

resistance activities and, at times, collaborated with occupation 

forces.  In the end, the Chetnik agenda appears to have been a 

self-motivated attempt at creating their own self-styled Serbian 

state.  Their racial ideals and terror tactics put them add odds with 

partisans.  
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1.1 Fall of Yugoslavia: During the Place Units Phase on the turn Yugoslavia becomes Axis   

Possessed perform the following steps: 

1.2 Overlay : Place the Yugoslavian Overlay on the map.  The Overlay will remain on the map or 

the rest of the game.  The conquering player(s) may place their units in Slovenia, Serbia and 

Croatia in any configuration they wish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set Contents 

 Croatian map section Overlay (x1) 

 SS Mountain Division Markers - 7
th

, 13
th

, and 21
st

 (x1 each) 

 Chetnik Partisan Marker (x1) 

 Yugoslavian Partisan Markers (x4) 

 Militia Marker (x1) 

CRO 1.0 Fall of Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavian Overlay 
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1.3 Formation of Croatian Army: Place in Croatia 1 Infantry, 1 Militia, 

and 1 infantry with the 13th SS Mountain Division marker under it (This is a 

3/5 Attack/Defend Mountain Infantry). 

 

 

 

1.4 Albania: Place in Albania 1 

infantry with the 21st SS Mountain 

Division marker under it (This is a 

3/5 Mountain Infantry) Place if 

Albania is Axis Possessed.  

 

 

1.5 Serbia: Place in Serbia 1 infantry 

with the 7th SS Mountain Division marker under it. (This is a 3/5 Mountain 

Infantry) and (1) Infantry with the Chetnik Marker under it.  (See 2.1) 

 

 

1.6 Bulgaria: Add 1 Infantry to Bulgarian forces. 

1.7 Partisans: The Comintern player places (1) Partisan each in Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia. 
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2.1 Chetniks:  The Chetnik unit in Serbia cannot be moved.  The Chetniks 

are under control of the German player and this unit may be used to attack 

Partisans in the Serbian zone.  The Chetniks come under control of the 

French player if there are no other Axis land units on the Yugoslavian overlay. 

 

 

 

3.1 Partisan Generation: During the Comintern player’s Collect Income 

and Purchase Units phase make a Partisan Generation Roll for Slovenia, 

Croatia & Serbia. On a roll of “12” place a Partisan in that zone.  The Partisan 

is Comintern and acts on the Soviet player’s turn. 

 

3.2 Attack & Defense: Partisans are too weak to attack full strength units but they can Defend. 

3.3 Guerilla Warfare: Partisans may only be attacked by infantry-class units (including Militia) or 

cavalry.   Other types of unit may not attack them.  (Note that because Partisans can exist in the 

same zone, this is one of the only times regular militia units can use their attack value since they 

normally do not move). 

3.4 Fade: A Defending Partisan may decline combat in lieu of 

making its Defense roll.  Such a partisan is immune to further 

attacks that round and remains in the same zone. 

3.5 Impact: A partisan can never capture territory (but see 

3.6  A Partisan does not effect enemy units or other partisans 

in the same zone.  The partisan is ignored for all purposes 

except as explicitly stated in the rules.  A partisan prohibits the 

tracing of a supply path through the zone it is in unless there 

are infantry-class units in the zone. 

CRO 2.0 Chetniks 

CRO 3.0 Partisans 

Unit Type Attack Defense Move Cost 

Partisan 0 1 Usually NA Usually NA 
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3.7 Transformation: Two partisans controlled by the same Alliance may 

become a militia during the combat movement phase of its controlling major 

power’s turn.  Such a militia is treated as if it had combat moved into the 

territory.  Once a militia the unit cannot transform back into partisans. 

 

3.8 Elimination: A Partisan is removed if the territory is conquered by a member of the partisan’s 

controller’s alliance..   It does not have to be removed if controlled by a different alliance.  (Generally, 

this will happen when a Soviet partisan and an Allied partisan exist in the same zone together and 

the Soviet’s wish to keep their partisan active.) 

EXAMPLE:  There is a Partisan in Serbia.  The Germans have infantry in Croatia and attack the 
Partisan.  (1 Attack @ 1 due to mountain terrain).  The Attack fails. The Partisan can Defend (@1) 
or per 3.4 decline further combat and stay in the zone.  The next turn the Germans move the 
infantry out to help defend Hungary.  They can no longer trace a supply path through, or use 
railroads in Croatia.   On the Soviet player’s turn, he rolls a “12” and can place a second Partisan 
there.  During Combat move he elects to transform the two partisans into one militia and places 
a Soviet control marker in Croatia. 
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Global War 1936-1945 - The Ultimate 

War Game  

Welcome to the Global War game family. Global War is 

a strategic level war game - one of the most heavily 

supported and expanded games on the market. Visit 

our website to see our full line of games, expansions, 

markers, units and other accessories.  

You can find Global War 1936-1945 here.                    

You can view our Global War expansion sets here. 

You can view more Global War expansion sets here. 
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